
While doing depreciation reports, reserve fund 

studies or building condition assessments, we 

often get asked how we can determine the age of 

a building component by looking at it. Although 

not without aberrations, there are some tell-tale 

signs that indicate the age and the remaining 

life of features such as windows, claddings 

and veneers, roofs and fencing. Architectural 

styles and innovations in manufacturing will 

also have an influence on how long certain 

components may last. We have written a series 

 of articles explaining what signs we look for 

to determine age and remaining lifespan for 

our depreciation reports, reserve fund studies,  

or building condition assessments. The first 

article of this series talks about determining the 

age of the exterior cladding and the windows 

in Strata and Condo Corporations. 

The exterior cladding and the windows are, in 

almost all cases, two of the most expensive 

components of a building. While they are long-

lasting (typically in the range of 25-40 years), 

there are many factors that may increase 

their apparent age, and in turn, reduce their 

remaining useful life. These factors may include 

general wear-and-tear as well as the quality of 

workmanship of the original installation. 

Determining the Age of the Exterior Cladding 
       and the Windows in Multi-Resident Buildings    
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The most common materials for exterior 

cladding in a strata building include: stucco, 

wood, fiber-cement, vinyl, and brick/stone 

veneer. With the exception of vinyl and brick/

stone veneer, the other materials generally 

require paint coating to provide an additional 

layer of protection against the elements. While 

re-painting projects can serve to preserve the 

condition and maintain the longevity of the 

cladding system, this cannot be expected to 

remedy pre-existing deficiencies. The presence 

of any deficiencies will negatively affect the 

observed conditions such as:

•  Cracks – If left unattended, cracks may expand 

over time through water entry and freeze-thaw 

cycles. Any water ingress is likely to deteriorate 

components behind the surface layer. 

•  Stains – While lighter-coloured surface stains 

can usually be remedied through cleaning, 

darker stains may be an indication of sustained 

concealed damage. Such damage is normally 

caused by water penetration, and if left 

unattended, will often lead to mold. 

• Peeling/Chipping Paint Coat – Peeling and 

chipping may be due to varying factors. If the 

paint coat is relatively new, the surface may not 

have been properly prepared. A new paint coat 

is typically applied to a cleaned surface after a 

combination of sanding, scraping, and chiseling 

in addition to the application of a suitable 

primer. If the paint coat is fairly old, the cause 

of paint loss is likely a matter of weathering. 

It is generally recommended that vinyl siding 

not be painted, primarily because vinyl expands 

and contracts quite significantly according to 

temperature changes. As a result, many paint 

products do not adequately bond to the vinyl 

material. Moreover, vinyl typically comes in solid 

colours and is generally not affected if it happens 

to be scratched. However, the heat sensitivity of 

vinyl siding is a major drawback. As a result, it is 

susceptible to warping, particularly where there is 

constant sun exposure. In addition, warping may 

also occur if a barbecue is used too close to the 

vinyl siding. 

EXTERIOR CLADDING
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Photo 1: A horizontal crack near the stucco reveal/
expansion joint.

Photo 2: A stained stucco area which may indicate 
some form of concealed damage.
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Brick/stone veneers can generally last the life 

of a building but the mortar joints used to 

bond these materials does not last as long. 

Deficiencies, typically in the form of cracks in 

the mortar joints, will develop over time and 

must be repaired to keep the cladding system 

safe and intact. If cracks are not attended to in 

a timely manner they will often cause veneers to 

detach from the subsurface. In some instances, 

the scratch coat may not have been prepared 

sufficiently during original installation, resulting 

in inadequate adhesion between a veneer 

and the substrate material. Deficiencies in a 

localized area are often indicative of the level of 

wear or sub-par workmanship of a larger wall 

region, which will have a negative impact on the 

observed age of the cladding system. 

Photo 4: Warping and curling of some vinyl siding 
sections due to constant sun exposure.

Photo 3: The paint coat is peeling at numerous 
locations, leaving the wood bare and exposed to 
the elements. Green and black stains are apparent 
and have likely developed mold.

Photo 5: Detached brick veneers. Fortunately, in 
this case, the veneers were located close to the 
ground and are unlikely to fall on any pedestrians. 

EXTERIOR CLADDING (cont’d)
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The observed age of windows generally depends 

on several factors including the frame material, 

the flashing details, and the architectural style. 

Window frames are typically made from wood, 

aluminum, or vinyl. Among these, the upkeep of 

wooden window frames is the most demanding 

and is not generally achieved in strata buildings. 

As a result, many wooden frames observed are 

in poor condition, often containing some form 

of rot and decay. Aluminum window frames 

are not likely to decay but they do deteriorate. 

Specifically, early aluminum windows consist of 

uncoated natural aluminum which is subject to 

pitting and corrosion. In addition, putty was used 

to hold the glass in these aluminum frames. Over 

time, putty hardens and pieces fall out causing a 

loss of air tightness and loose glass panes. With 

the advance in technology, modern aluminum 

windows, vinyl windows, and hybrid windows are 

free from many such issues and are generally low-

maintenance. The edge seals of modern windows

are good but they are not perfect. Failure of the 

seal often results in fogging of insulating glass 

units (IGU). While one or two window seal failures 

in a large complex can be viewed as localized 

events and not reflective of the overall condition, 

a considerable percentage of failures may be 

considered as a systemic issue that negatively 

affects the observed age. 

With wind-driven rain, wall surfaces and windows 

will get wet throughout the course of their 

lifespan. As a result, the observed condition will 

be largely dependent on how well the system 

was designed and installed. Water resistance is 

particularly important to the interface between 

the window frame and the wall. Head flashings 

are installed above windows to help keep water 

away from this vulnerable area. However, to be 

effective, flashings must extend past the sides of 

windows and must slope downward and outward 

away from the wall surface. Unfortunately, flashing 

is often missing in older buildings that have yet 

to replace or retrofit their windows. Sometimes 

in newer construction, building settlement (often 

in the first few years) or physical damage (due 

to excessive pressure from power washing) can 

cause deformation and warping of the head 

flashing which sometimes slopes back towards 

the building, directing water to the window frame 

rather than away from it, as intended.

WINDOWS

Photo 6: Head flashing slopes down towards the 
building face rather than away from it, as intended
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The architectural style of a building also has a 

large impact on the windows (and the exterior 

cladding). Studies have shown that overhangs 

have a significant impact on the reduction in 

driving rain on the corresponding building face. 

The observed age of identical windows, installed 

on different buildings with different overhangs, 

can therefore vary significantly. The Californian-

style architecture (flat roofs with no overhangs) 

that coincided with the urban boom of the 1970’s 

is not suitable for the coastal climate of British 

Columbia. On buildings of this type, windows 

and exterior cladding often age faster than 

anticipated as a result.

WINDOWS (cont’d)

Photo 7: Water ingress at the window/wall 
interface on a building with minimal overhang. 
Staining of the window frame and window-sill, and 
the peeling of paint at the inner wall are notable.

Normac is Western Canada’s premier provider 

of Insurance Appraisals, Depreciation Reports, 

Reserve Fund Studies and Building Science 

Services. We deliver peace of mind to property 

owners and managers with our industry-leading 

reports and unrivalled services. 

For more information regarding depreciation 

reports, reserve fund studies or building condition 

assessments, please contact us at normac.ca, 

info@normac.ca, 604-221-8258 or call toll free 

1-888-887-0002.
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